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1. Introduetlon

nation rather than describing more complex
document structures. It is necessary to extend
the model in order to handle composite documents.
On t h e other hand, commonly available
retrieval systems that employ Boolean logic
queries and utilize inverted file storage schemes
can without modification accommodate such
documents,
albeit
with
somewhat
less
effectiveness than is possible with more sophisticated systems. Hence, it is also of interest to
consider h'ow Boolean logic systems can be
extended to give better performance, especially
with composite documents, and to integrate those
approaches with vector methods.
1.2. Representations
Retrieval systems work with representations
of user queries as well as stored documents.
Sparck Jones, discussing the application of natural
language understanding techniques to better
characterize users' information needs, points out
that in recent years studying queries rather than
documents has been the most viable research
approach [81]. However, there are limits to how
effective retrieval can be when one uses simple
vectors to represent documents, even when one
employs elaborate probabilistic models of the
dependencies between query terms, along with
involved mathematical developments [87].
Croft, in discussing experiments with
representations, has shown that simple within
document frequency information can be used to
improve the performance of probabilistic query
processing methods [21]. Further, in a recent
survey of representation methods in information
retrieval (IR), Smith and Warner point out the
importance of studying documents, especially
ones they refer to as complex objects [79].

This paper provides a partial overview of
practice, problems, proposals, and plans relating
to the handling of 'composite documents' by
extended information storage and retrieval systems. It aims to describe such documents, to
explore various areas of application for them, to
portray a n u m b e r of representative test collections under development, to survey related studies as well as previous work of this author, and
to examine plans for further investigation.
1.1. Background
Experimental information retrieval (IR) systems, some dating back to the sixties, have
demonstrated the viability of fully automatic
document storage and retrieval methodologies
with. small to medium size bibliographic collections [72]. Many of these experimental systems
utilize the vector space model in which each
important term (such as a word stem) identifies a
different dimension in a space, so that matrix
methods and vector operations can be defined on
queries and documents. Statistical techniques
have been very effective, and probabilistic
enhancements have given additional improvements [84]. However, the basic vector space
model is oriented towards recording the essential
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1.3. Composite Documents
This author believes that it is vital to more
effectively model composite documents, and that
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there are at least two important aspects to consider. First, items to be indexed often possess
some type of internal structure or syntax which is
essential for proper interpretation.
At one
extreme there are entire books, with all of their
complex and overlapping modes of organization.
On the other hand, there are short to medium
length text items such as electronic mail messages, which are a mixture of formated entries
and free text. These messages can often be
broken down into a 'header' and a 'body,' where
the header contains a number of 'fields.'

1.4.2. Office I n f o r m a t i o n Systems
In offices, reports and other types of composite documents are commonplace. Many office
automation applications are possible for IR
methods even when simple models are employed
[22]. Early experimentation with a small collection of correspondence demonstrated that docum e n t retrieval techniques could be applied to
business letters and that utilizing links between
consecutive letters improved system effectiveness
[02]. More extensive use of document retrieval
for office problems has been proposed and preliminary experiments have shown that such
methods are appropriate [19,20].

Secondly, there is the matter that different
types of data are found in such documents.
There are words, dates, times, tables of numbers,
abbreviations of organizations and geographic
locations, proper names, and a variety of other
constructs. Often, too, there are explicit references to other documents (eg., by message
identifier) in the formated fields, and implicit
references (eg., by author and date} in the textual portion. One thus has three basic forms of
data to contend with: text, formated data, and
document interrelationships, as well as a large
number of specialized data types.

In large organizations, office information systems are interconnected and provide a wide range
of capabilities. One such rather sophisticated distributed system is Xerox's Grapevine, which by
1981 was servicing 1500 individuals and 500
groups. Electronic mail was already one of the
principal applications; 2500 messages were sent
daily, each one to an average of four recipients.
In addition to providing for retrieval of messages,
the designers had to deal with issues of naming
entities and of accessing databases to locate
proper addresses [7].

1.4. Applications

1.4.3. Computer Networks

In recent years many researchers have realized the enormous value of utilizing IR methods
in a wide variety of new application areas. Many
of those situations involve composite documents.

On an even larger scale, computer networks
like the A R P A n e t have such large volumes of
electronic mail being transmitted that standards
are imperative [18]. The United States National
Bureau of Standards has published a standard on
message formats [61], and in 1984 global standards were drafted [60]. With such standards in
place it will be worthwhile to develop mail
handlers with even more effective retrieval capabilities than RdMail [52] or Hermes [58], which
provide fairly complete message selection and
search commands. Retrieval techniques could
also be beneficially applied to computer conferencing systems [23] or bulletin boards.

1.4.1. Bibliographic Retrieval
In the realm of bibliographic retrieval, where
both commercially available and experimental IR
systems have been in use for decades, each
record present is composed of various fields.
Katzer et al. note rather small overlap in the
relevant documents retrieved when different
combinations of those fields were considered during searching [47]. That fact, which suggests that
further study of the interrelationships between
fields is needed, is further complicated by the
considerable variation regarding which fields are
included in typical databases. In the related
domain of providing online public access catalogs
for libraries, standardization has taken place, such
as in the employment of MARC records, but in
that case there are so many fields that occasional
users have trouble remembering and making
optimal use of them. As bibliographic retrieval
systems and software are used more and more for
free text searching of existing and new databases,
the importance of effectively handling complex
document structures will increase even further.

In each of these situations, there is the
added problem of keeping track of the syntax and
content of names, addresses, or routes for message recipients. Special programs have been
developed to help properly format these message
components [2]. Standards have been proposed
for naming and addressing [8], and the development of 'user friendly names' is an important
research problem [44]. Name servers are needed
to provide directory assistance for names in networks [75], and a rather interesting name server
(NS) has been developed [80] for the Computer
Science Network (CSNET) [15]. Both electronic
messages and entries recorded in name servers
can be viewed as types of composite documents.
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1.4.4. Knowledge Bases

Classification codes from the CR category system
[27], publication and date specifics, cocitations,
bibliographic coupling counts [48], and indications of citation links between articles. The articles are from Communications of the ACM and
include all papers published until the end of 1979.
Fifty two queries were obtained and s large
number of searches were carried out to approximate the ideal of having exhaustive relevance
decisions.

A good deal of research in artificial intelligence (AI) has focused on the representation of
knowledge in a variety of domains. This author
believes that some of the techniques developed
can be of value in studying composite documents
and that some of the lessons learned from modeling such documents may impact various types of
AI investigations. One example is in the area of
expert systems [42]. A project is underway at
Virginia Tech to develop an expert system for
placement of children in foster care settings.
Automatic processing of descriptions of children
and homes, and techniques for ranking those
homes that might be most suitable for a child,
are some of the tasks which the system must perform and which will benefit from techniques
applicable to composite documents.
Another example of working with a
knowledge base is that of finding interesting passages in books. University students studying
textbooks,
researchers
accessing
reference
volumes, and individuals in many other walks of
life frequently wish to locate something they once
read, or to find a passage relating to a current
interest. 'Collections of books are one of the
most important knowledge bases now in
existence, and representing such composite documents is thus a further area of application for IR
methods~

The second type of collection is of books.
The full text of Introduction to Modern Information
Retrieval (IMIR) by Salton and McGill has been
made available and 42 queries and relevance
judgments were prepared in connection with
pages in the first five chapters. The full text of a
number of books published by the Baha'i Publishing Trust are also available. For the book

Gleanings from the Writings of Baha 'u 'llah (GWB)
a set of 53 queries and exhaustive relevance
information have been gathered• In addition to
these two books, IMIR and GWB, several computer manuals have been provided by Digital
Equipment Corporation, but additional queries
are needed for them to be usable in experimental
studies. Structural units and data items present
in these several book-based collections include:
paragraphs, pages, sections, chapters, figures,
tables, photos, captions, references between passages, and implicit links (such as of adjacency
between paragraphs or 'anchoring' of captions to
photos).

2. T e s t C o l l e c t i o n s
Experimental information retrieval studies
require realistic test collections, so that the value
of models and techniques can be demonstrated.
In order to validate proposed models of composite documents and to confirm the effectiveness
.of extended vector and Boolean methods, four
types of collections have been prepared previously or are now being prepared at Virginia Tech.
The first type is that of bibliographic records.
Two collections of this type were specially
prepared for testing of extended vector representations [34]. In 'ISI 1460' there are three types
of information: author names, terms in titles and
abstracts, and counts of cocitations [76 I. This set
of 1460 documents in information science was
selected based on cocitation data provided by the
Institute for Scientific Information and includes
many of the most important journal articles and
manuscripts published between 1969 and 1977.
A total of 76 queries were formulated and
exhaustive judgments of relevance of each document to each query were made. The second collection, !CACM 3204,' contains author names,
terms
in
title/abs tract/keywo rd
sections,

The third type of collection is of electronic
mail. The principle file that will be utilized is of
digests distributed to members of the AILIST
mailing listmaintained for users of the ARPAnet.
N e w issues appear roughly every other day, and
all files since the firstone released in Spring 1983
have been recorded. Each digest has an overall
header, with standard fields as well as a table of
contents for the individual messages. The messages themselves have a header made up of
several fields, and a body that sometimes includes
address and closing comments about the recipient. Messages m a y be requests for information, calls for papers, seminar announcements,
bibliographies, commentaries on previous messages, opinion statements, etc. Queries for this
collection, along with relevance judgments, will
be solicited from students at Virginia Tech who
m a y submit profiles as well as retrospective need
statements.
The fourth and final type of collection is of
data from the C S N E T
name server database.
This file contains descriptions submitted by computer researchers at institutions that have joined
the computer science network. There will be
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more than 3000 profiles of individuals, each one
with full name, institution, mail and network
address, telephone, and a free text field to
describe a person with whatever words or phrases
are deemed useful for subsequent searchers.
Queries and relevance judgments will be solicited
at Virginia Tech.

version of the S M A R T system [33], the following
recail-precision chart was obtained. The comparison of paragraph versus section retrieval
results suggests that sections might be what an
average user would like to see.
Recall
Level
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

These various collections cover a wide spectrum of application areas. Thus, if proposed
methods for handling composite documents show
promise on a number of them, then fairly convincing proof of the utility of those techniques
will exist.

3. Related and Previous W o r k
A good deal of work has been carried out in
areas relating to the study of composite documents, and some preliminary studies have been
carried out by this author in recent years. The
sections below focus on the most important
investigations, and
briefly summarize
the
findings.

Average PrecisionUsing:
Improvement
Paragraphs
Sections Sect. vs. Parag.
.3724
.4333
16.4
.3947
12.3
.3515
.3434
8.0
.3181
.2936
12.6
.2607
.2440
.2412
-1.1
2.5
.2165
.2220
.1489
.1834
23.2
.1307
.1560
19.4
.1104
.1374
24.5
.1054
.1305
23.8
.1022
.1269
24.2

Ciearly, IR methods do retrieve some portion of
relevant items from G W B , but precision is lower
than is often the case for technical literature.
Further study with this and other book collections is currently underway. It is expected that
when more comprehensive use is made of the
structure of the book, and of other data forms
such as cocitations, that performance will
significantlyimprove.

3.1. Passage Retrieval
Searching through books is probably one of
the least thoroughly studied areas under consideration. O'Connor has investigated the location of answer-passages in scientific journal articles in what is probably the most closely related
work [63]. Fairly good performance was obtained
in rather small scale tests of heuristic methods,
which were based on linguistic considerations.

3.2. Database M a n a g e m e n t
Since certain components of documents have
a particular format and can be assigned a specific
data type, utilization of popular database models
for IR has been considered. The FIRST system
at Xerox employed a network type database to
supplement vector storage software [24]. Crawford suggested using the relational model [17].
More recently, extensions to the INGRES relational system were proposed so as to facilitate
document processing [82].
Various proposals have been advanced to
integrate information retrieval and database
models [6]. A fairly recent survey of this area
appears in [55]; many ideas but few cohesive
theories and practical systems have appeared to
date.

This author has undertaken several preliminary studies in this area. One experiment
attempted to determine if retrieval of sentences,
paragraphs, or other discourse items would be
most appropriate, and the results indicated that
paragraphs seemed usually to be the correct unit.
That experiment demonstrated also that vector
processing methods could be utilized to
effectively process non-technical works such as
some of the Sacred Writings of the Baha'i Faith
[.~01 .
Further work, with the the GWB collection,
has lead to more definitive results. This 345 page
book of religious prose has 707 paragraphs and
165 sections. For each of the 52 queries, all paragraphs were considered for possible relevance.
Sections were considered relevant if they contained a relevant paragraph. Two representations
were produced by automatic indexing methods,
one where a vector represented a paragraph and
the other where an entire section was
represented. Using vector processing methods
and evaluation techniques built into a modern

3.3. D o c u m e n t Models
Typically in connection with office information system projects, however, there has been
real progress toward implementing systems that
axe based on more comprehensive models of
documents. CALIBAN aims at providing a two
dimensional representation of documents using
bit mapped graphics [36]. Documents can be
modeled as trees, possibly extended with connections, or as networks, and weighted queries can
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one sentence may require several seconds.
Further difficulties result from the occurrence of
grammatical and spelling errors, which are very
common in unpublished communications [11].
Flexible parsing methods, often based on pattern
matching, are of value in these situations [41].
Word expert parsers [77] seem particularly suitable; the TOPIC system employs one to condense
information from article abstracts into frames
[39]. Thus, gradual progress is being made
toward having realistic language comprehension
capabilities which are fast, flexible, and robust

be processed in connection with searching and
ranking for retrieval [4].
The Officeald project aims st integrating
document handling, using the MISTRESS rela~
tional system, and handles fields within documents as well as various document versions such
as galleys [53]. The OTTER system is based on
the assumption t~at queries in an office automat
tion system might refer to a variety of types of
data, such as: terms, objects (i.e., triples specifying s type, a comparison, and a desired value),
collections of previous identified documents, or
concepts formulated earlier (stored as prior
queries) [71].
Kimura and Shaw deal with abstract document objects, extending simple tree models to
handle references, and defining several kinds of
sequence on children of nodes [49]. Standards
efforts have lead to the Office Document
Architecture (ODA) which specifically deals with
'composite objects,' though retrieval applications
are not emphasized [431. Publishers, sponsoring
the Electronic Manuscript Project, are very
interested in reducing the proliferation of incompatible document formats, and so it is plausible
that a certain degree of agreement will result in
describing such documents [45l. But in addition
to having models for documents, it is necessary
to be able to analyze documents according to
those models and to represent the contents in a
suitable form in order for retrieval to effectively
take place.

188].
The recent trend toward using logic for solving a variety of problems [51], especially in conncction with natural language analysis [85], has
lead to systems for analyzing and representing
stories [18]. Based on models of story structure
[70] these efforts have lead to efforts for
representing more complex text items [74]. Prolog has already been shown to simplify modeling
of database systems [54] and has been recommended for file search functions [28]. At Virginia Tech, a version of Prolog called HC has
undergone substantial development [89] and has
been used to construct one type of pattern parser
[88]. This effort by Roach et al. has also yielded
a general purpose expert system shell. These
tools will be of use in future work of this author
on analyzing and accessing composite documents
and on applying IR methods to items in
knowledge ~bases of expert systems.

3.4. Natural Language Analysis
A variety of knowledge representation
schemes have been proposed for recording the
results of natural language analysis. Many of
those can be viewed as variants of semantic networks [87 I. A group at Olivetti employs semantic
memory, built up in semi-automatic fashion, to
record concepts about office documents so that
subsequent query processing can perform simple
inferencing [3]. Frames [57] may be viewed as g
type of semantic net; high level representations
using them might be particularly suitable for
documents. The FRUMP system, for example,
tries to 'skim' newspaper stories, and can achieve
reasonable speed since it presumes stories fit into
a relatively small number of 'scripts' [26].
Choosing what frame to consider is a difficult
problem in general [12], demanding sophisticated
context recognition [13 I.
In order to construct one of these representations it is necessary to analyze each document.
Most work in natural language analysis has been
based on syntactic recognition [88]; processing

3.5.

Multiple ConceptTypes

In order to employ the vector space model
with composite documents, certain extensions
have been proposed and tested by this author.
The vector space model usually views documents
as being made up of say T terms, so that a T
dimensional vector space is obtained. The idea
behind multiple concepts types as proposed by
this investigator is to have separate subvectors,
one for each type of concept [32]. For the
CACM test collection of 3204 documents there
were seven concept types, as mentioned earlier
[34]. Dictionaries could be modeled by relations
of form
(concept-type, concept-no., concept-value)
and document vectors as
(document-no., concept-type, concept-no.,
concept-frequeney-in-doc.).
Using this method, content terms such as
word stems, direct or indirect links of various
sorts between documents, and facts or other
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forms of data can be stored according to s uniform scheme. In addition to the problems of
analyzing and representing composite documents,
it is also necessary to devise suitable matching
and similarity functions for the various types of
data..

The methods considered were that of Davidson (D62), Davidson's algorithm revised to
confiate letters 'n' and 'm' ( D N M ) , Soundex
[38] phonetic scheme (SOU), and several versions of the Levenstein distance function [40]
adapted for retrieval. The Levenstein function
computes distances between two strings based on
number of ch~.nges required to transform one to
the
other.
The
various
test versions
(L02,L03,LI0) indicate how m a n y retrieved
items were examined and thus specify cutoff levels (eg., 2, 3, or 10).

3.6. Matching and Similarity Functions
A great deal of attention has been given to
the matter of devising proper similarity functions
for information retrieval systems [84]. One study
compared a large number of these and grouped
them into various classes that seemed to behave
similarly [561. However, in all of these cases the
presumption is that matching items are being
considered (eg., identical word stems in queries
and documents).
Composite documents, however, contain
various data items such as time or date indicators, or various types of strings, where inexact
matching of items is necessary. The RESEDA
system, for example, utilizes s number of
representations of temporal data, all based on
time intervals along with modifying facts [89].
Complex inference rules are necessary to identify
entries matching s temporal description, which
might cover a range of time, be stated in uncertain terms, or be specified as relative to another
event.
Matching of strings is also a difficult problem
[40]. Early efforts focused on computing string
similarities [1]; an important example is that of
handling names. In 1962 Davidson considered
retrieving names from an airline reservation database when given possibly misspelled query information [25]. Further experiments were done by
Greenfield [38] and Joseph ~ Wong [46]. Since
inexact matching of names is important for many
types of composite documents, this author supervised yet another study.
Using 3081 last names of authors from collections of articles in computer and information
science as a base, 350 names were chosen at random and divided into 10 sets of 35. Ten subjects
w e r e chosen, and a set assigned to each. The
names in a set were read aloud, slowly, with one
repetition allowed (on request), and the subject.
listed as many versions as could be thought of for
spelling a name. Using this data, an evaluation of
name matching algorithms was conducted. For a
total of 744 spelling versions, a search was made
in the author file using each algorithm of interest
to determine if the original author name would
be retrieved. For a given retrieved set, recall and
precision were computed and then overall averages were calculated.

N a m e of
Method
D02
DNM
SOU
L02
L03
L10

Averages over 744 searches ofi. '
Recall
Precision
No. Ret.
.74
.35
2.1
.74
.33
2.2
3.8
.81
.21
.76
.38
2.0
3.0
.80
.27
.87
.09
10.0

Results indicate that the DNM scheme is
actually slightly worse than D62, and that the
Davidson approach yields lower recall but higher
precision than Soundex, since retrieved sets for
the two are around two and four names, respectively. The Levenstein runs are included for
clarification and comparison only since they are
computationally so demanding but do indicate
that fairly high levels of recall are possible if
enough names are considered. Further work
should aim at combining the speed possible with
schemes such as Soundex and the ranking capability of the Levenstein distance function.
Clearly, a number of similarity functions are
needed to handle the various types of data
present in composite documents.
Even for
words, there are varying degrees of similarity
involved with matches of synonyms or other lexically related entries [35]. With suitably defined
abstract data types, improved retrieval and conceptual clarity should result {29 I. However, for
retrieval and ranking of composite documents it
is also necessary to combine the similarity values
of individual data items into an overall querydocument similarity.
:3.7. Retrieval of Composite Documents
Very little work has been done in the area of
developing comprehensive schemes for retrieving
zomposite documents. Most of the work has
been experimental. Katzer et al. noted that
Boolean logic searches using different portions of
a document representation gave retrieved sets
with small overlap, but did not develop z method
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for integrating such searches [47]. Bichteler &
Eaton compared two cases: having both cocitation
and bibliographic coupling counts available, or
just utilizing one count, and found the former
better but did not generalize their idea [5]. Fuhr
& Knorz used Boolean and probabilistic methods
for combining different types of data in order to
improve automatic classification methods but had"
limited success [37].
A theoretical study including a sophisticated
model, which divides vector information into
characteristic and term spaces, seems to have
good potential but needs refinement and experimental validation [50]. The characteristic space
allows recording of variations in types of data.
The topologically motivated discussion of the
several spaces does aim at providing a more
comprehensive document representation.
This author has studied the value of the
above mentioned multiple concept type approach
to vector representation, through experimentation
with several test collections. Clustering of such
documents (to group similar documents close to
each other} using the algorithm of Williamson
performed reasonably well.
Feedback was
chosen, however, as the method most suitable
for determining whether extended vectors give
better retrieval performance than do vectors
made up only of terms. Regression techniques
were used to determine the best way to combine
together the separate similarities computed for
each subvector. Relevance feedback tests on two
collections showed improvements in effectiveness
of 10-30°70 due to regression based weighting of
subvectors [31,32]. Further testing of this model
on other collections of composite documents will
indicate whether the representation scheme gives
similar results on different types of data, in a
predictive role as well.

Paice, in a recent discussion of what he'
refers to as 'soft evaluation of Boolean search
queries,' argues for the use of operators that are
less 'strict' than OR and AND [64]. He indicates
that performance is better than with standard
Boolean queries, but due to limitations in his
testing apparatus is unable to select which
definition of the two operators is more effective.
The RUBRIC system has employed a rulebased AI type approach to explore basic issues of
uncertainty in indexing, and related problems of
query formulation when inexact matching will
take place [83]. The concern with fuzzy set
theory and other logics, and with norms and
ranking of documents by similarity to queries,
makes RUBRIC especially relevant to work with
Boolean searching of composite documents. It is
limited in terms of the types of data handled and
the range of applications considered, however.
Furthermore, the experimental design chosen
excludes the possibility of reaching firm conclusions even on the test collection reported. The
success of RUBRIC to date suggests that related
work from the perspective of document retrieval
should be vigorously pursued.
One scheme that has been extensively studied, and which should be of particular value for
handling composite documents, is the 'p-norm'
method.
3.9. P - N o r m F o r m ~ l | s m

Building upon fuzzy set theory and early
attempts to apply it to IR, Wu introduced the pnorm notation, with good theoretical properties
and potential value for understanding and extending both Boolean logic and vector query based
search systems [73]. Its theory was further
explained, and practical usage demonstrated, by
this researcher [32].
The basic idea is to use distance measures to
define the Boolean operations AND and OR. Consider, for example, terms A and B that are used
to index a document. Assume that fuzzy set
membership functions are used for indexing, so
that if term A occurs only a few times in the
document, while term B occurs many times, then
the degree of indexing by terms A and B might
be 0.3 and 0.8, respectively. Evaluating 'A OR B'
should measure how far that document is from
having neither term present, while 'A AND B'
should yield a higher value if a document is
closer to having both terms fully present (i.e.,
high membership function values).
When the Lp family of norms is chosen, it
turns out that for one extreme case, namely p----l,
vector inner product similarity values are

3.8. Soft Boolean Evaluation
Considering retrieval of composite documents using Boolean logic queries, one is forced
to deal with inexact matching and similarity functions that provide continuous rather than binary
values. Proponents of fuzzy set theory have elaborated upon the early ideas enunciated by Zadeh
[88] regarding continuous rather than Boolean
membership functions.
Numerous proposals
have been made for applying fuzzy logic to document retrieval systems. Early work focused on
mathematical criteria and basic definitions for
weighted Boolean expressions [9]. Smeaton has
encouraged construction of fuzzy sets of search
terms to aid in feedback operations [78].
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obtained, while for the other extreme case,
namely 10=oo, strict Boolean (i.e., fuzzy set
theory) similarity results. T h e AND and OR
operators can therefore be parameterized by the
p-.value. Further extensions are possible whereby
terms in a Boolean expression can be assigned
relative weights. Thus,

items, and overall matching values will be determined using a rule based approach. The results
of matching such composite structu~'es should
facilitate a ranking of homes in terms of expected
suitability for a particular child.
A second effort deals specifically with composite document extended retrieval. Work on
soft Boolean evaluation schemes including the pnorm formulations, retrieval of composite documents, inexact matching and similarity functions,
natural language analysis, document modeling,
and message retrieval will be emphasized. The
principal test vehicle /or experiments in document analysis and retrieval will be the AILIST
message collection, though other collections
described earlier will be used as well.
The third effort, being carried out in collaboration with Matthew Koll, aims at further
developing composite document models and at
extending them to be applicable to needs in the
public and private sectors as well. Attention is
given to the unfulfilled retrieval needs of industrial and other organizations [85]. Statistical and
rule based approaches will be compared. A
variety of test collections will be utilized. In particular, the CACM, CSNET name server, and
book passage collections will aid initial investigations. Later, corporate documentation files can
be modeled and used for tests. Library and
bibliographic systems will also be studied employ~
ing the intelligent front end approach [59]. Algorithms for obtaining ranked retrieval results in
such situations will have to be specially adapted
to allow incorporation of soft Boolean evaluation
techniques [ 10].
It is hoped that better modeling of composite
documents will result from these studies, and
that both vector and Boolean query approaches
will provide more effective retrieval performance.
Development of these methodologies will be
attempted so that results will also be applicable to
needs in the public and private sectors.

<A,2> AND Ls < B , I >
indicates that the conjunction of terms A and B is
desired, where AND is given a p-norm interpretations with p----1.5, and term A should be viewed as
being twice as important as term B.
Using standard document retrieval evalua,.
tion measures including recall and precision [84],
the effectiveness of standard Boolean queries,
Boolean queries with a p-norm interpretation, and
vector queries were considered. P-norm interpretation was consistently better than the standard
Boolean one, and when good Boolean queries
were initially present the p-norm interpretation
results were better than simple vector similarity
methods.
Since p-norm queries have many parameters,
and since users have trouble enough constructing
good Boolean queries, a method for automatically
forming Boolean or p-norm queries from natural
language statements was sought. By using freq~lency information about terms, it was possible
to automatically produce p-norm queries which
performed reasonably well in most of the collections. To improve upon these results, feedback
techniques were adapted. A straightforward
scheme for automatically improving Boolean
queries by considering user supplied relevance
data was devised and shown to be effective.
When p-norm interpretation of these feedback
queries was employed, very large improvements"
in the effectiveness of retrieval were observed
[321.
It is expected that p-norm or similar
approaches to 'soft' Boolean evaluation can be
•effectively incorporated into composite document
retrieval systems.
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